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Cohesion is a principle, not a policy, and thus it cannot and shall not be bargained. Cohesion goes beyond
solidarity, as it creates conditions for trade exchange and investment at local and regional level; bearing
itself as a shield before asymmetric shocks, which are, by nature, unpredictable.
Moreover, we’re also very worried by the absence of concrete proposals for the Urban Agenda or the
Maritime Policy despite both being identified as growth sources for the EU.
Even though we share some of the diagnosis, it is impossible to acknowledge the conclusions. For instance,
we agree that we must “turn priorities into tangible results” but this desideratum should be achieved
through concrete goals and not by random cuts in essential values that keep together the EU building.
José María Costa
President
Ideas to highlight for the multi-year financial framework and the new regulations:
1. Cohesion policy is a pillar of European construction, which includes principles such as
subsidiarity, proximity to citizens and territories, the functioning of the single market, stability,
convergence and socio-economic integration.
2. It is time to be ambitious; a restricted budget is a serious obstacle to growth and balance
between territories. And this balance is not negotiable. A scenario that includes all regions is the
only one possible.
3. It is necessary to relativize the concept of "new challenges" (formerly innovation is already
promoted from the structural funds). Therefore, there should not be excessive creation of new
programs or instruments.
4. We must be effective, changes must be limited to the necessary minimum, in order to avoid
delays that block spending and investment. In any case, these changes should be aimed at
simplifying and de-bureaucratizing the structural funds.
5. Cohesion policy should not be replaced by financing instruments and constitute the only
mode of action. They should remain a complementary tool in cases where real added value is
demonstrated.
6. The principle of partnership in program management must be mandatory. It is the only way
to complete efficiency.
7. CAAC members are not in favour of any restriction given by conditionality. Those (marcoeconomic, democratic...) and alignment with the European semester should not represent an
imbalance at the regional level, only an incentive for better cooperation between levels of
governance.
8. Territorial cooperation is a fundamental dimension that must be reinforced to improve the
relevance of European policy in a transnational perspective. Initiatives that improve their
effectiveness, such as macro-regions, should gain weight in the future.
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Note on the consultation: In order to fully respect the partnership and participation principles, the questionnaire should
have been more thorough, open and present less discouraging void identification questions (26 so 60% is excessive)
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As reflected in the latest Declarations of La Rochelle and A Corunna of the CAAC, cohesion policy
and the European urban agenda are the main concerns of Atlantic cities. Thus, this contribution
wants to note a series of values (axiology) and priority axis the Atlantic Urban Forum considers
fundamental with respect to the post-2020 reform of both policies and to the on-going analysis.
This axiology will lead to a strengthened political position in June 2017, coinciding with the
Cohesion Forum.
European Urban Agenda:
Atlantic cities manifest:
That all work underway in the framework of the European Urban Agenda must contribute
to the construction of a real urban policy and not just be limited to perishable instruments
(such as partnerships) or to communication. This policy must settle in the different
operational and cooperation programmes, and in the innovation and exchange
programmes.
That this urban policy should rely on a real system of governance represented by a
European urban body capable of developing a structured dialogue, and serve as a
sounding board for the issues of cities and citizens.
That the European urban agenda should respect the territorial dimension and the network
perspective, since cities are not spatial isolated dots, as well as the links between cities and
their environment.
That the existing “urban acquis” should be valued, not only by improving the contents of
the web facility (for example, including more urban and territorial networks in the
contents), but also through the creation of an urban section in the KEEP repertoire.
That the international dimension is also part of cities’ development strategies and should
therefore be integrated to the urban agenda.
Cohesion policy:
Atlantic cities reaffirm their engagement for the construction and the perpetuation of the European
project alongside the States, the Regions and the socioeconomic actors, and to promote the values
carried out by this European project.
Atlantic cities want to insist on the definition of cohesion policy as a pillar of European
construction, which goes beyond the structural funds. Cohesion policy brings together principles
such as subsidiarity, proximity to citizens and territories, the functioning of the single market,
stability, convergence and socioeconomic inclusion.

Thus, these principles wish to remind that at a time where uncertainty is predominant, the pillars
of the EU project should be maintained. A scenario without cohesion policy or with it as a
testimonial policy would be catastrophic.
Toward the next post-2020 reforms, Atlantic cities call for the retention of a European budget able
to develop significant cohesion policy and common agricultural policy, pillars of the European
project.
In this regard, Atlantic cities want to highlight:
That the debate cannot wait until 2020. In the framework of the negotiations on Brexit, the
necessary guarantees for the implementation of the current programming must be given.
That new challenges can and must be taken into account from now on: example of the
migrants.
That the European project needs consolidation to confront new challenges. It is not time to
reinvent the wheel by inventing new programs and/or diverting funds from cohesion
policy; but to assume the difference between priorities and actions. For instance, as it
occurs at present within the "European social fund" priority, solutions to the problems of
employment and immigration already exist inside.
That, with respect to the first analysis of the European Commission that emphasizes the
slow progress of the policy in this period, Atlantic cities want to remind that the delay in
the adoption of the EU budget as well as the architecture of the new regulations and
requirements were significant obstacles for the launch of the program in 2014; and that all
the European institutions must therefore undertake their share of responsibility.
That the financial instruments must not substitute cohesion policy and constitute the
unique mode of action, but remain a complementary instrument once their real added
value is demonstrated.
That for increasing the efficiency of cohesion policy, it is fundamental to carry on effort
regarding flexibility, simplification and coordination, thus contributing to a real
subsidiarity. Similarly, the partnership principle must consolidate the role of territories
alongside managing authorities.
That the macroeconomic conditionality and the alignment with the European semester
must not represent an imbalance at regional level, but an incentive for better cooperation
between levels of governance.
That territorial cooperation is a fundamental dimension which should be strengthened to
improve the relevance of the European policy in a transnational perspective. Initiatives that
improve its efficiency such as macro-regions should gain in weight in the future.
That similarly, the distribution of funds should improve its formula (Berlin formula) to
include not only the more lagging regions, but also those which experience difficulties in
their development because of their geography context.
That in particular, considering the on-going process of Brexit, the “Atlantic Area”
transnational cooperation programme must be reinforced via a specific financial
engagement of the United-Kingdom to enable the participation of British stakeholders.

